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About This Game

Get Ready for Ultimate Kids Racing Adventure. This game will give you chance to make your kids happy with your happiness.

Features

-Suitable specially for kids and there families too.
-8 Racing Challenges with upto 100 laps in the game.

-More then 100 cars available in the game.
-Various different environments like desert, snow, city,highway, etc.

-Both Kids and family will Enjoy this game.
-Fully tested on Windows.

-Both Keyboard and Controller support provided.
-Ratings & Feedback Appreciated.
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Title: Super Kids Racing
Genre: Adventure, Racing, Sports
Developer:
Yash Future Tech Solutions Pvt Ltd
Publisher:
Yash Future Tech Solutions Pvt Ltd
Release Date: 9 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later required

Processor: Intel Core i3 515 7U

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB AMD or NVIDIA Graphic Card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1500 MB available space

English
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I can't recommend this game sorry. The RNG is just waaaaaaaay too annoying, for some stupid reason when you attack an
enemy you are garunteed to take damage (even if you would kill them). Theres is tons of grinding (for gold, blueprints and gems
that give permanent stat upgrades). Drumroll please.......some enemies steal your stuff WHEN THEY DIE. Sorry if this review
comes off as very bitter but I just went through 34 floors of an Act 3 Dungeon and upon entering the 35th the boss didn't spawn.
Effectively making progress impossible...ON THE LAST FLOOR.

EDIT: I beated the Last Level and Boss using its own ridiculous RNG against it.. Awesome game, i am enjoying it a lot! fun
gameplay, unique art style and mechanics!. How interesting! I want to continue typing on my keyboard :). Not many
improvements but still good. Pretty good game, i liked every minute of it. 7\/10

This is one of the more average 'Choice of' Games I've played. Overall, I found it enjoyable, and if you are interested in the
premise, I think it is worth a try. It's not mind-blowingly amazing, but I don't regret the purchase. The side characters and
romance options are some of the more memorable ones. However, some of the chapters are a little only the slow side, despite
the occasional interesting parts. It never really gripped me with suspense or curiosity, but that doesn't make it a bad story.
Overall, good characters, mediocre story.
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wow what a great game ,i love it . great sound , visuals and gameplay . and quite hard.. This game is very cool , and have some
good humor to it. best game .. better than league3. I like to play point and click games and took a chance with this one. I kind of
like this game, but come on, who did this dialog. Did they really have to use the term "DUDE" all the time. I hate that word and
doesn't even work with this game. And, did they really have to say those cuss words all the time too. Really distracts from the
story line. Wish they used more Brit accents then American. Just my opinion. Otherwise, pretty good.. So this is sort-of a
companion to Talk to Aya. In this case, you are talking with Saki (who happens to be Aya's best friend). Saki is a more
outdoors\/energetic type. So there are different keywords you must try, and times to access the "game" to get the achievements..
This is a good game! Fun gameplay and a good variety of modes. I like that it makes me start from the beginning after a game
over, instead of continuing where I died (although continues can be unlocked). Makes me feel like I'm earning every bit of
progress. Fun!. I was playing this game and some unknown person joined in, and after a few minutes he typed my steam
password in chat idk how that happend but i closed the game immediately after that. I bought this game while waiting for
Mighty No. 9 in an attempt to try a classic megaman game. With that said this game will deliver on a Megaman feel now that the
gun energy resource has been buffed but for the people looking for a Megaman game, don't do this to yourself. Play a megaman
game not a immitator. For the price its really nice. Took me a while to get round to playing it, but worth the wait.

Immersive, well-written and fun. The option to backtrack to any other point in your journey is a great touch, in my opinion.. I
have enjoyed this game.
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